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Where we are

T O D A Y

W O M E N  A R E
K E Y  T O  E V
G R O W T H

As we watch the devastating consequences of

climate change, the urgency weighs heavily

on many of us. While we’ve made good

strides at reducing the carbon intensity of our

electricity system, we’ve made nominal

reductions in our transportation system,

which is over 90% dependent on fossil fuels.

Less than 2% of vehicles in the U.S. are

electric and that number must increase

rapidly to avoid the worst climate impacts. 

An electric vehicle (EV) future will require

sweeping changes in all facets of our lives.

Everything from what we drive, to how we

buy cars, to how we fuel and maintain our

cars. During this transition we have a unique

opportunity to course correct the automotive

industry and intentionally design a future that

is inclusive of all perspectives, while

achieving equitable environmental, social,

and economic benefits.

An early-market gender divide could have

lasting adverse impacts on near-term EV

investments. Everything from vehicle design

to charging infrastructure could

unintentionally exclude the needs of women.

This paper is intended to raise awareness

about this issue and inspire action to quickly

solve it. 



As an EV researcher, I’m

concerned about our ability to

achieve this outcome and have

noted two troubling trends

over the years: 1) the lack of

women who own EVs and 2)

the lack of women in the

automotive industry.

Only 30% of Electric

Vehicles in the U.S. are

Purchased by Women 

University of California-Davis

(UC Davis) researchers found in

a 2014 study that 70% of EV

consumers were men. (1)

Sadly, that percentage has not

changed in the past six years.

According to the Center for

Sustainable Energy, which

manages EV rebate programs

for four states, men claim

between 70-74% of all rebates,

even though they traditionally

represent about half of new car

buyers. (2)
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TrueCar data shows that EV searches are predominantly male, with hybrid research the same for

men and women, and gas car research skewed slightly towards women. (3)

ZappyRide, an online EV education website tool used by electric utilities, found only 35% of

website visitors are women. (4)

EnergySage, a website designed to collect quotes for residential solar installations and other

energy services, found only 28% of female website visitors are accessing EV content. (5) 

This trend is also unlikely to change in the future. According to three online EV search sites women

represent a smaller portion of prospective EV buyers. 
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Where we are

TODAY

These findings confirm insights from a 2020 Marker article, which stated that “carmakers seem to

have aimed electrics largely at men,” even though women influence 85% of the vehicle

purchasing decisions in the U.S. (6) According to one of the article’s sources, Thomas Libby, an

analyst with IHS Markit, women account for only about 30% of EV purchases. The article goes on

to state that, “The weak appeal to women may be a considerable factor in tepid sales for most

electrics, which account for just 1.4% of U.S. vehicle sales.” 

The Marker article also includes a quote from Tony Posawatz, former CEO of EV startup Fisker

Automotive and a former senior GM executive. According to Posawatz, “Women are very

practical auto customers. Their preference for SUVs/crossovers was largely based on the

functionality/practicality of these products… Attending to female customers will be vital to the

growth of EVs.”

Not Addressing Women's Needs May Slow the Electric Vehicle Transition

This gender skew could be detrimental to the EV industry, because according to the

aforementioned 2014 UC Davis study, it means that the EV transition will be unconsciously

designed “based on the male users’ images. When the user is assumed to be universal it is often

a masculine universal and masculine ideals are prioritized when thinking about vehicles.” 

The UC Davis researchers go on to state that because women represent a smaller share of the EV

market and are “less likely to discuss future [EV] developments” that, “User norms associated

with femininity, such as trip chaining or transporting family members, may be overlooked in the

[EV] market from vehicle design to use of the vehicles.”

The most alarming conclusion about this research, however, was that it could ultimately have a

detrimental impact on EV adoption overall. UC Davis researchers concluded the report by stating

the lack of women’s input on what they want and need from an EV may, “slow the future adoption

of [EVs] by women and therefore the total number of [EVs] sold...Women may be left to adapt to

a system designed by men for men, or not participate at all.”

Not only are women overlooked in the EV market, but they also have a negative view of the auto

industry more broadly. According to research by CDK Global, among 64,000 online reviews, 43%

of women do not trust the auto industry. (7) This is likely due to research which shows that women

tend to pay more than men for vehicle purchases (8) and repairs (9).

I contend that one way to resolve these issues is to recruit more women to work in the automotive

and ancillary EV industries (e.g., charging infrastructure, electric utilities) to develop EV offerings

and services that appeal to more women. Sadly, we have a long way to go. There are even fewer

women in the automotive workforce than are currently buying EVs.



Less than 25% of the Automotive Industry is Staffed by Women and Few Hold

Leadership Positions

In the U.S., though women are almost half of the labor force (10), they represent less than a

quarter of the automotive workforce jobs. (11) Women held 23.6% of jobs in the motor vehicles

and motor vehicles equipment manufacturing industry, 17.9% of automobile dealers and 9.9% of

automotive repair and maintenance employees. (12)

According to a Deloitte 2020 study, Women at the Wheel, the automotive industry is one of the

least successful at attracting and retaining women. Women cited multiple reasons for avoiding a

career in the automotive industry, including an unattractive work environment for women (65%), a

lack of work-life balance (59%), a lack of flexible schedules (46%), and a lack of advancement

opportunities (39%). (13) Only half of female survey respondents indicated they would remain in

the industry if they were to start their career over. 

The lack of advancement opportunity is demonstrated by the small percentage of women in the

executive teams of the top 20 leading automotive companies. According to research by 20-First,

an organization that analyzes gender balance in a number of major industries, only 8% of

automotive executives were women in 2018. (14)

In the aforementioned Deloitte report, over 81% of survey respondents indicated there was

industry bias towards men for leadership positions as the primary reason for the lack of women

holding leadership roles. (15) While the Deloitte report recommends a number of strategies to

reverse this trend, the best place to start is at the top with a cultural change in the C-Suite. The

report states, “Senior leaders should be aligned and lead by example on the importance of

diversity and inclusion as a critical business priority.” (16)
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The first step to an equitable EV

transition is recognizing there is a

problem and making a commitment to

solve it.

We know from history that change doesn’t

happen quickly, but with climate change

already causing devastating impacts, we must

act quickly and thoughtfully. 

We know the solutions to stop the worst of

the impacts, but as my research shows, these

programs, policies, and technologies won’t

be successful until we prioritize equity. With

EVs we can do that in two ways by 1)

increasing the number of women in the

automotive workforce and 2) by making EVs

more appealing to women. 

I created a website, EV Love

(www.electricvehiclelove.com), as a resource

for women to learn more about EVs and

provide women with EV industry career

advice. But admittedly, this website is only a

small step towards solving a much larger

systemic problem. 

I don't have all the answers, but I challenge

each person reading this paper to do your

part - with whatever amount of influence

you may have - and be part of the solution.
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Where we will be
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EV Love is a resource created by women for

women. In the United States, women influence over

80% of the vehicle purchasing decisions and we cut

through the clutter to give women exactly what

they need to make an informed electric vehicle

decision. In addition to being a resource for her,

we also hope it will help inform the automotive

industry about the unique needs of women and

encourage more women to consider employment

in the EV industry.

To learn more about the author, go to

https://www.linkedin.com/in/erikahmyers/
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